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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
ATTENTION: THIS MANUAL IS VALID FOR IRTEC RAYOMATIC 14 MK2.

This publication contains operating instructions, as well as a description of the principles of
operation, of IRtec® Rayomatic 14 MK2 IR thermometers.
This information covers all models of the instrument, including the basic equipment and its options
and accessories. This manual is a complete “USER GUIDE”, providing step-by-step instructions to
operate the instrument in each of its designed functions.
Eurotron has used the best care and efforts in preparing this book and believes the information in
this publication are accurate. The Eurotron products are subjected to continuous improvement, in
order to pursue the technological leadership; these improvements could require changes to the
information of this book.
Eurotron reserves the right to change such information without notice.
No part of this document may be stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, electronic
or mechanical, without prior written permission of Eurotron.
IRtec IR thermometers uses sophisticated analog and digital technologies. All maintenance
operation must be carried out by qualified personnel ONLY. We recommend contacting our
engineers for any support requirements.
IRtec is fully tested in conformity with the directive n°89/336/CEE Electromagnetic Compatibility
and therefore had the CE mark. Eurotron shall not be liable in any event, technical and publishing
error or omissions, for any incidental and consequential damages, in connection with, or arising out
of the use of this book.

IRtec® is a registered trademark of Eurotron Instruments S.p.A.
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1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Infrared thermometers measure the object surface temperature without touching it. They calculate the surface
temperature on the basis of the emitted infrared radiation from an object. The most important feature of
infrared thermometers is that they enable the user to measure objects contact less. Consequently, these
products help to measure the temperature of inaccessible or moving objects without difficulties.
As the infrared sensor Eurotron IRtec Rayomatic 14 consists of two pieces (miniature sensing head with
separate electronics) it can easily be installed in a variety of applications, especially if industrial environment
requires space-saving installation. The stainless steel sensing head as well as the teflon-coated cable are
standard equipment for ambient temperatures up to 180 °C. The labeling of each sensing head with the
according calibrating code allows the exchange of head or electronic box without additional calibration.
The sensor electronics of the IRtec Rayomatic 14 is placed inside a rugged die casting box. Various analogue
outputs (0/4 – 20 mA, 0 – 10 V, thermocouple type J or K) and optional digital interfaces (USB, RS232,
RS485) are available.
Easy accessible programming keys and a back-lit LCD display permit a Smart Panel-Operation to set
and adjust essential parameters on-site.

Report of Calibration
IRtec Rayomatic is delivered, on request, with a Report of Calibration, traceable to the International Standards
stating the nominal and actual values and the deviation errors.
RS232 & Software
An optional RS232 PC adapter allows the changes of the configuration parameters (emissivity, response time,
measuring span, average, peak-picker, decay, etc) and digital communication for remote PC display of
temperature. The software LogMan let the operator to monitor the temperatures in real time mode with a
graphic visualization too. The measured values can be stored and afterward re-managed on the PC for your
future needs.
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1.1

Specifications

Spectral range: 8 to 14 µm
Response time: 150 ms (95 %) - HS: 12ms (90%), 8 ms (63%)
Accuracy: ±1 % or ±1 °C whichever is greater (T> -20 °C; ambient temperature +23 °C ±5 °C)
Repeatability: ±0,5 % or ±0,5 °C whichever is greater
Temperature Coefficient: ±0,05 %/ K or ±0,05 K/ K whichever is greater
Signal processing: peak hold, valley hold, average
Emissivity: 0.100 to 1.100 (manual or digital adjustable)
Transmission: 0.100 to 1.100 (manual or digital adjustable)
Power supply: 8 VDC to 36 VDC
Current draw: max. 100 mA
Outputs/ analog:
Object temperature: 0 to 20 mA or 4 to 20 mA or 0 to 5 V or 0 to 10 V or thermocouple type J or K
Head temperature: 0 to 5 V or 0 to 10 V; 10 mV/ K or alarm output
Relais: 2 x 60 VDC/AC, 0,4 A; optically isolated (optional module)
Output impedances:
mA max. loop resistance 500 Ω (at 8 -36 VDC),
mV min. 100 KΩ load impedance
Thermocouple 20 Ω
Functional inputs F1, F2, F3; software programmable for the following functions: external emissivity
adjustment, ambient temperature compensation, trigger
Digital interface: USB, RS232, RS485 (optional modules)
Environmental rating: IP65 (NEMA-4)
Ambient temperature: Sensing heads: -20 to 180 °C (25:1 head) / -20 to 120 °C (HS 14:1 and 2:1 heads) Electronic box: 0 to 65 °C
Storage temperature: Sensing head: -40 to 180 °C (120°C for HS, 14:1 and 2:1 heads) - Electronic box: -40 to
85 °C
Vibration (sensor): IEC 68-2-6: 3G, 11-200 Hz, any axis
Shock (sensor): IEC 68-2-27: 50 G, 11 ms, any axis
Relative humidity: 10 to 95 %, non condensing
Dimensions: Sensing head: Ø28 mm x 14 mm (M12x1) - Electronic box: 89 mm x 70 mm x 30 mm
Weights: Sensing head: 40 g - Electronic box: 450 g

1.2

Optical Charts

The following optical charts show the diameter of the measuring spot in dependence on the distance between
measuring object and sensing head. The spot size refers to 90 % of the radiation energy.
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1.3

Optic heads diagrams

25:1 Miniaturized Head

25:1 Compact head with built-in “True Target Size" TTS dual laser pointer

95:1 Advanced optics head with built-in TTS
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1.3.1

CloseFocus-Optics

The optional CF-lens allows the measurement of small objects. The minimum spot size depends on the used
sensing head:
0.6 mm@ 10 mm with 25:1-head
0.8 mm@ 10 mm with 14:1-head
2.5 mm@ 25 mm with 2:1-head
The following optical charts show the diameter of the measuring spot in dependence on the distance between
measuring object and sensing head. The spot size refers to 90 % of the radiation energy.

1.4

Ordering code

Cat. 1158 - A - B - C - D
Table A
814-2
814-14
814-25
814-25LS1
814-25HS
814-25LSHS
814-95LSHS
814-95LS1
814-95LSCF
814-SP

Optics / Ranges
2:1 / -40 to 600°C
14:1 / -40 to 900°C
25:1 / -40 to 1000°C
25:1TTS Dual Laser Pointer / -40 to 1000°C
25:1 HS (8 ms) / -40 to 600°C
25:1 LS HS (8 ms) / -40 to 600°C
95:1 LS HS (8 ms) / -40 to 600°C
95:1TTS Dual Laser Pointer / -40 to 1000°C
Close Focus / -40°C to 1000°C
Special on request

Table B
1m
2m
8m
15m
Xm

Head Cable length
1 mt
3 mt
8 mt
15 mt
Special length on request
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Table C
NN
RS232
RS485
USB
PROFI
RELAY
LOG

Options
None
RS232 interface + IRSetup software
RS485 interface + IRSetup software
USB interface + IRSetup software
Profibus
Relais interface (2x optically isolated)
vent/Data Logging

Table D
NO
EC

Report of Calibration
None
Eurotron NIST or EA traceable with data

1.4.1

Accessories

Ordering Code
EE290148
EE290151
EE290147
EE290149
EE290150
EE280495
EE360124
BB260196

Description
Standard Air Purge
Laminar flow Air purge (for severe applications)
90° square mounting bracket
2 axis mounting bracket
3 axis mounting bracket
M12x1 Mounting nut
Close Focus lens
Rayomatic 14 LogMan software
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2

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

IRtec Rayomatic radiation thermometers are designed to use the most advanced sensor technology.
The head external case is made of stainless steel with M12x1 thread compatible with a wide range of
accessory.
The case is equipped with a single lens optic system, optic filter, sensor, and electronics for signal
conditioning. The instrument is IP65 protected.

10
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3

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Basics of Infrared Thermometry:
Depending on the temperature each object emits a certain amount of infrared radiation. A change in the
temperature of the object is accompanied by a change in the intensity of the radiation. For the measurement
of “thermal radiation” infrared thermometry uses a wave-length ranging between 1 µ and 20 µm.
The intensity of the emitted radiation depends on the material. This material contingent constant is described
with the help of the emissivity which is a known value for most materials (see enclosed table emissivity).
Infrared thermometers are optoelectronic sensors. They receive thermal radiation and transform it into
measurable electrical signals. Infrared thermometers basically consist of the following components:
 lens
 spectral filter
 detector
 electronics (amplifier/ linearization/ signal processing)
The specifications of the lens decisively determine the optical path of the infrared thermometer, which is
characterized by the ratio Distance to Spot size.
The spectral filter selects the wavelength range, which is relevant for the temperature measurement. The
detector in cooperation with the processing electronics transforms the emitted infrared radiation into electrical
signals.
Maximum Distance and Spot Size:
The size of the measuring object and the optical resolution of the infrared thermometer determine the
maximum distance between sensing head and measuring object. In order to prevent measuring errors the
object should fill out the field of view of the optics completely. Consequently, the spot should at all times have
at least the same size like the object or should be smaller than that.
Ambient Temperature:
The IRtec Rayomatic 14-high-temperature sensing heads are designed to measure temperatures while
tolerating ambient temperatures ranging between -20°C and 180 °C (25:1 head) or from -20°C to 120 °C (HS
14:1 and 2:1 heads). The cable between head and electronics is teflon coated and also usable for this ambient
temperature range. Therefore measurements in the specified range can be done without a cooling of the
sensing head.
Air Purity:
The lens must be kept clean at all times from dust, smoke, fumes and other contaminants in order to avoid
reading errors and damage to the lens. For that purpose an air purge collar is available as an accessory part.
Make sure to use oil-free, technically clean air, only.
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4

UNPACKING

Remove the instrument from its packing case and remove any shipping ties, clamps or packing materials.
Carefully follow any instruction given by any attached tags.
Inspect the instrument from scratches, dents, damages to case corners etc. which may have occurred during
shipment.
If any mechanical damage is noted, report the damage to the shipping carrier and then notify Eurotron
directly or its nearest agent, and save the damaged packaging for inspection.
A label, on the instrument, shows the serial number and model of the unit.
Refer to these numbers for any inquiry for service, spare parts supply or application and technical support
requirements.

12
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5

INSTALLATION

IRtec Rayomatic installation is quite easy. The cylindrical stainless steel case is externally threaded and
allows quick installation of all available accessories.
The following procedure should help you during the installation procedure of your IRtec Rayomatic
thermometer.
•
The emissivity is standard set to 0.95 and the temperature span is set as required in the ordering table. If
you need different values, read the configuration of the thermometer by using the configuration software
and the Smart/RS232 converter. Connect the IRtec Rayomatic 14 to the PC and set the mathematical
function, the emissivity and the temperature span.
•
Connect, if necessary, all accessories such as air purge, support, sighting tube, etc. Install and align the
IRtec Rayomatic to the process.
•
Connect the signal cable to the receiver (controller, indicator, etc.) paying attention to the polarity.
•
Aim accurately the thermometer to your target. Refers to Target vs. distance table on the relevant section
1. Be sure that your target is well inside the measuring area.

IRtec Rayomatic

Best
The target is
greater than spot
size
Good
The target is equal
to spot size
Incorrect
The target is
smaller than spot
size

Background

WARNING
DO NOT INSTALLING THE THERMOMETER IN AMBIENT WITH TEMPERATURE HIGHER THAN +60°C WITHOUT AN ADEQUATE
COOLING SYSTEM.

5.1

Electrical installation
IMPORTANT NOTE

THE CABLE SHIELD MUST BE GROUNDED AT ONLY ONE POINT, WHICH IS USUALLY AT THE CONTROLLER/INDICATOR SIDE.
OTHERWISE, IT CAN BE DONE AT A JUNCTION BOX OR OTHER SUITABLE LOCATION IN THE FIELD AREA.

5.1.1

Cable Connections

For the electrical installation please open at first the cover of the IRtec Rayomatic 14 electronic box (2
screws). Below the display are the screw terminals for the cable connection.
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Fig. 4-1: Open IRtec Rayomatic 14 electronic box with screw terminals
Designation:
+8 ... 36VDC
GND
GND
OUT-TC
OUT-mV/mA
AMB
F1-F3
PINK
GRAY
BROWN
WHITE
GREEN
YELLOW

Power supply
Ground (0V) of power supply
Ground (0V) of internal in- and outputs
Analog output thermocouple (J or K)
Analog output object temperature (mV or mA)
Analog output head temperature (mV)
Functional inputs
Power supply laser (+)
Power supply laser (–)
Temperature probe head
Temperature probe head
Detector signal (–)
Detector signal (+)

Power supply:
Please use a power supply unit with an output voltage of 8 – 36 VDC/ 100 mA.
Cable connection:
The cable gland M12x1,5 allows the use of cables with a diameter of 3 to 5 mm.
To prevent electrical and electromagnetic faults and variance of measuring values keep to the following
precautions:
Please install the measuring head and the electronic box in a distance as far as possible from any source,
which may cause electromagnetic interference (e.g. modules with electromotor-impulse).
If necessary, mount the head insulated to prevent ground loops.
CAUTION: Use shielded cables only. The sensor shield has to be grounded.
Preparation of the cable:
Remove the isolation from the cable (40 mm power supply, 50 mm signal outputs, 60 mm functional inputs).
Cut the shield down to approximately 5 mm and spread the strands out. Extract about 4 mm of the wire
isolation and tin the wire ends.
Installation of the cable:
Place the following components one after the other onto the prepared cable end:
The cap, the clamp ring, the rubber washer and one metal washer of the cable gland. Spread the strands and
fix the shield with the second metal washer. Insert the cable into the cable gland until the limit stop. Screw the
cap tight. Every single wire may be connected to the according screw clamps according to their colors.
Sensing head/ -head cable:
The standard delivery includes the connected cable of the sensing head to the electronic box. You may
shorten but never lengthen the cable. To shorten the cable may cause additional measuring errors of about
0,1 K/ m.
The head is exchangeable.
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CAUTION: After exchanging a head the calibration code of the new head must be entered into the electronics

5.1.2

Outputs

The IRtec Rayomatic 14 has two output channels. The channel Out-mV/mA 1 is used for the object
temperature and for the alarms. The IRsetup software allows the programming of this output as an alarm
output.
NOTE: THE ALARMS VALUES CORRESPOND THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR THE USED CHANNEL.
ARE ALSO RELATED TO THE SETTINGS.
Output

Range

Voltage
Voltage
Current
Current
Thermocouple
Thermocouple

0 ... 5 V
0 ... 10 V
0 ... 20 mA
4 ... 20 mA
TC J
TC K

THEY

Connection-Pin on
IRtec Rayomatic 14-Board
OUT-mV/mA
OUT-mV/mA
OUT-mV/mA
OUT-mV/mA
OUT-TC
OUT-TC

Tab. 4-1: Analog outputs
NOTE: ACCORDING TO THE CHOSEN
(OUT-MV/MA OR OUT-TC).

OUTPUT SIGNAL THERE ARE DIFFERENT CONNECTION PINS ON THE

IRTEC

BOARD

Output channel 2 (connection pin OUT AMB) is used for the head temperature (0-5V or 0-10V) or as alarm
output. Activating this channel as alarm output requires the IRsetup software. Additionally to the head
temperature also the object or electronic box temperature can be selected as alarm source.

5.2

Functional Inputs

The three functional inputs F1 – F3 can be programmed with the IRsetup software and the optional serial
output. The F3 pin can be also activated by keyboard and it allows to select the source for the temperature
compensation of the optical head.
F1 (digital):
F2 (analogue):
F3 (analogue):
F1 – F3 (digital):

5.3

trigger for reset of the peak-hold or valley-hold functions (lower active)
external emissivity adjustment (0 – 10 V: 0V Æ 0,1; 9 V Æ 1; 10 V Æ 1,1)
external compensation of ambient temperature (0 – 10V, corresponds to the
temperature range from -20 to 200°C and it is configurable with the IRsetup software)
emissivity (digital choice via table, non-connected input represents high-level)

Mechanical installation

IRtec Rayomatic 14 heads are equipped with a metrical M12x1-thread and can be installed either directly via
the sensor thread or with the help of the hex nut (delivered as standard) to the mounting bracket available.
Various mounting brackets, which make the adjustment of the sensing head easier, can be additionally
ordered as accessories. Make sure to keep the optical path clear of any obstacles when adjusting the head to
the object.
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Fig. 5-1: Dimensions IRtec Rayomatic 14 head and electronic box
In order to align the bracket with the target, look through the support hole (without the thermometer) and find
the best position. It's important for the optic path to be free from any obstruction (steam, dust, etc.). In
particular, when the surface is targeted through a hole, the hole diameter has to be big enough according to
the distance from the instrument. The thermometer has to be installed in an accessible place for any further
maintenance operation, and it hasn't to be exposed to excessive heat, smoke and steam.

SNAP-IN Fixing for Fast Mounting

Tilting Panel for Easy Connection

Air Purge collars
The optical path between the lens and the target, should be as much free as possible from smoke and steam.
Use air purge collar to keep dust, fumes, moisture and other contaminants away from the lens.
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M12x1

EE290148 Standard air purge

Brackets
All sensors come with a 1 m cable and a mounting nut. The sensor can be installed on using the optional
bracket or equivalent system.
50
2
R15

65

Ø18.5

50

Fs3
Fs3

20°

20°

R23
°
90

Fs3

30

45°

Fs3

45°

3+0.4
+0.2

Fs3

5

R15±0.1

R3

Ø3.2

EE290147 90° adjustable bracket
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40

7

20

48

62

67

Ø3.2

2

Ø3.2

57.5

EE290149 2 axis adjustable bracket
40
67

7

20

Ø3.2

48

62

67

R15

2

Ø3.2

57.5

EE290150 3 axis adjustable bracket
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6

OPERATIONS

The programming keys Mode, Up and Down enable the user to set the sensor on-site. The current measuring
value or the chosen feature is displayed.
With the Mode key the operator select the feature: when the temperature value is displayed, it switch to the
laser setting menu. The key generally let to back to the previous menu level. Depending on the menu level,
with Up and Down keys let to change the menu level or the value of the parameter that is being modifying. If
no key is pressed for more than 10 seconds the display automatically shows the calculated object temperature
(according to the signal processing). Use the ENTER key to confirm.
The signal processing features Peak hold and Valley hold cannot be selected simultaneously.
Factory default settings:
Signal output object temperature
Emissivity
Transmissivity
Average time
Peak hold
Valley hold
Lower limit temperature range
Upper limit temperature range
Lower limit signal output
Upper limit signal output
Temperature unit
Lower alarm limit (blue backlight)
Upper alarm limit (red blacklight)
Ambient temperature compensation
Baud rate

0–5V
0,970
1,000
0s
inactive
inactive
-40 °C (depending on the working optical head)
900 °C (depending on the working optical head)
0V
5V
°C
30 °C
100 °C
By head sensor
19200 Bps

IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 display
Use this key escape from the parameter you are setting (MODE key)
Use this key to move up into the parameter menu and/or to increase the parameter you are setting
Use this key to move down into the parameter menu and/or to decrease the parameter you are setting
Use this key to confirm (ENTER key)

6.1

Programming Flow Chart

To program the instrument use the 4 keys described above and simply navigate into the functions menu in
accordance with the following flow chart.
NOTE: THE FLOW CHART DESCRIBES THE STANDARD FUNCTIONS. OTHER SUBMENUS CAN BE PRESENT IS SOME OPTIONAL
MODULES ARE INSTALLED (I.G. THE EVENT DATA LOGGING CARD)
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The main MENU shows the following parameters:

Use the ENTER key to enter the desired function.
See the flow chart related to each function
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6.1.1

A: Parameter settings for head changing

21
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6.1.2

B: Laser settings

6.1.3.

C: Password setting

The default password is “333”. It can be modified by menu and this feature let the operator to modify the
instrument working settings. If the typed password is wrong (wrong number) the instrument settings can not be
modified. The password activation is made by using the IRsetup software only.
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6.1.4

D: Alarms settings

The backlight of the display and the relay activation the optional card can be set in this menu. The BLU alarm
is normally closed (active) and the RED alarm is normally open (non active).
The alarms are defined as “alarms of high”; they have a fixed switching of 2°C under the threshold value.

The red line of the figure represents the
switching cycle. When the set alarm value is
reached (1) the alarm will activate (2); the
alarm condition will de-activate only if the
set alarm value decrease of the differential
switching value under the threshold (3).
Only in this case the alarm will stop.
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6.1.5

E: Display settings
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6.1.6

F: Set settings
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Regarding the lower and upper signal limit (RANGE), if the output is set in voltage, the minimum and
maximum level are set, for example for the range from 0 to 10 Volts, the set level will be 0V and 10V.
Regarding the lower and upper temperature range limit (inactive to the TcJ and TcK outputs), the set
parameter are referred to the upper and lower extreme limit for the temperature representation on the output
port. They are the values associated to the electric unit that can be set on the same SET menu. The minimum
and maximum values are not always -40 and 900°C, but they depend on the optical head under work.

6.1.6.1

Fa: X HD SET submenu

6.1.7

G: Diagnostic

26
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Fig. 6-1: Display and programming keys
Display
142.3C
127CH
25CB
142CA

0-20
E0.970
T1.000
A 0.2
P---V----

Mode [Sample]

Adjustment Range

Object temperature (after signal processing) [142,3
°C]

fixed

Head temperature [127 °C]

fixed

Box temperature [25 °C]

fixed

Current object temperature [142 °C]

fixed
□ 0-20
□ 4-20
□ 0-5V
□ 0-10V
□ TCJ
□ TCK

Signal output channel 1 [0 - 20 mA]

0 – 20 mA Current loop/
4 – 20 mA Current loop
0 – 5 V Voltage output/
0 – 10 V Voltage output
Thermocouple type J/
Thermocouple type K

Emissivity [0,970]

0,100 ... 1,100

Transmissivity [1,000]

0,100 ... 1,100

Signal output average [0,2 s]

A---- = inactive/ 0,1 … 999,9 s/P inf=infinitive

Signal output peak hold [inactive]

P---- = inactive/ 0,1 … 999,9 s/P inf=infinitve

U 0.0

Signal output valley hold [inactive]
Lower limit temperature range (related to the type of
used optical head )[0 °C]

N500.0

Upper limit temperature range [500 °C]

< 0.00

Lower limit signal output [0 mA]

>20.00
U °C
| -40.0
|| 900.0
B 9.6
PW
M 01

Upper limit signal output [20 mA]

V---- = inactive/ 0,1 … 999,9 s
-40,0 … 900,0 °C (example)
inactive at TCJ- and TCK-output
-40,0 … 900,0 °C (example)
inactive at TCJ- and TCK-output
according to the range of the selected output signal
inactive at TCJ- and TCK-output
according to the range of the selected output signal
inactive at TCJ- and TCK-output

X HD

Ambient temperature compensation [head]
Laser pointer (optional)
activated/deactivated/channel 1 output alarm active
(only for optical heads with built-in laser)

L
ON/OFF/AL

Temperature unit [°C]

°C/ °F

Lower alarm limit [-40 °C]

-40,0 … 900,0 °C (example)

Upper alarm limit [900 °C]

-40,0 … 900,0 °C (example)

Baud rate = 9,6 kBaud

9,6/ 19,2/ 38,4/ 57,6/ 115,2 kBaud

Password

0…999; 333=default

Multidrop address [1] (only with RS485 Interface)

0…32
XHEAD = head temperature/ If the F3 pin is used: from -40
to 900 °C by default, programmable with the software. If a
fix value is used it can be set between the minimum and
the maximum referred to the type of the used optical head.

Tab. 6-1: Adjustment modes
Head exchange:
Sensing heads of the IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 series are exchangeable. Every head has a specific
calibration code, which is printed on the head cable. For a correct temperature measurement and functionality
of the IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 this calibration data must be stored in the electronic box.
The calibration code consists of 5 blocks with 4 characters each (hexadecimal).
Example:

2g6s - fg47 - 0023 - df76 - k2sp
block1 block2 block3 block4 block5

For entering the code select the HEAD option from the main menu.
Refer to the Submenu shown on the paragraph 6.1.1
6 submenus are available with a different letter indication related to each block as follows:
“A.xxxx”
“B.xxx”
“C.xxx”
“D.xxx”
“E.xxx”
“EXEC”
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Press the ENTER key for each submenu to enter the input mode: the first digit will blink.
Use the UP and DOWN key to set the proper value and press ENTER.
The second digit will blink: repeat the same procedure for all the digits
Repeat the same procedure for each block: to select another block use the UP and DOWN keys.
When finished, select “EXEC” with the UP and DOWN keys and press ENTER con confirm
The new head code is now stored and the working parameter of the instruments will be consequently
modified.
NOTE: AFTER THE “EXEC” COMMAND CONFIRMATION ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MESSAGES WILL BE DISPLAYED:
“ERROR” IF THE INPUT CODE IS WRONG; “F ERR” WHEN THE OPTICAL HEAD IS NOT COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR
RAYOMATIC 14 MK2. IN THIS CASE YOU CAN REPLACE THE HEAD WITH A DIFFERENT ONE (DIFFERENT HEAD FAMILY) OR
YOU CAN UPGRADE YOUR INSTRUMENT THROUGH ITS SERIAL PORT.
Factory default setting:
To set the IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 back to the factory default settings, please press at first the MODE-key
and then ENTER-key and keep both pressed for approx. 3 seconds. The display shows RESET for
confirmation.
Error messages:
The display of the IRtec can show the following error messages:
OVFLW
temperature overflow
UNFLW
temperature underflow
OFL H
head temperature to high
UFL H
head temperature to low

6.2

Data logging card

The data logging function is only available if the optional card is installed. This card features the measures
recording and a real time clock circuit to associate the time information of each recorded event (time stamp
function). It is also possible to directly connect the Rayomatic 14 to a personal computer equipped with the IR
LogMan and using the UART interface of the data logging card. Simply connect the card to the personal
computer. The serial interface allows the data logging card configuration and the data download of its internal
memory to the pc. The data logging for an already configured memory block can also be started or stopped by
using the Rayomatic 14 keyboard. The stored data for each memory block can also be deleted by using the
Rayomatic 14 keyboard.
Two different memory blocks are available: block one and block two. Each block is configurable and can store
up to 4095 records. The event data logging is possible by using one block at a time only.

6.2.1

Blocks configuration

The memory block can be configured by using a personal computer and the IR LogMan software only.
To configure a block, be sure that the logging function is not running.
NOTE: THE FUNCTION WILL BE STOPPED, IF ACTIVE, EACH TIME THE USER ENTER THE CONFIGURATION MODE
Five different modes are available: time tracking mode, edge mode and system mode.

6.2.1.1

Time tracking mode

With this mode the record acquisition runs at regular time intervals starting from the instant when the logger is
enabled. The data saving will stop when the configured data limit is reached or when the block memory is full.
The cyclic memory working is also possible: in this mode when the memory is full the oldest samples will be
overwritten and only the last 4095 samples will be stored. The time interval can be set in the range from 0.1
second to 65535 seconds.
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6.2.1.2

Edge mode

With this mode the record will be saved when one of the set events is true. The events are alarm based, so
this logging mode is only possible if at least one alarm is enabled. The alarms available are:
Output channel 1
Output channel 2
Alarm 1 (blue display backlight)
Alarm 2 (red display backlight)
All these four alarms are configurable by using the IR LogMan Software.
For each alarm the following three different modes are available:
Rising mode: the alarm is active when it was not active at the previous check; the new value is higher than the
previous one
Falling mode: the alarm is not active but is was active at the previous check, the new value is lower that the
previous one
Rising and falling mode: the alarm is active when the new value is higher or lower of the previous one

6.2.1.3

System mode

With this mode the record will be saved when a system event has occurred.
configurable by the user and are the following:
•
•
•

These events are not

Instrument switching ON (power supply connection)
Working the optical head into environmental with ambient temperatures out of the range for the proper
work. Two different indication are available: for excessive and for insufficient temperature. The values are
related to the head type.
Working of the instrument into environmental with ambient temperatures out of the range for the proper
work. Two different indication are available: for excessive and for insufficient temperature. These values
are not editable and are 0°C and 65°C

NOTE:

THE SYSTEM MODE CAN ALSO BE USED TOGETHER WITH THE
ACTIVATING THIS OPTION WITH THE SOFTWARE

6.2.2

TIME TRACKING

OR WITH THE

EDGE MODE

Log sub-menu

NOTE: THIS SUB-MENU IS ONLY PRESENT IF THE OPTIONAL DATA LOGGING CARD IS INSTALLED.
Only one block at a time of the two available blocks can be used.
Be sure that the logging function is disabled.
The following sub-menu will be shown by the display of the instrument when selecting the “LOG” function:
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•

Select “LOG” and press ENTER

The Block 1 option will be displayed
•

Press ENTER: the option will blink

•

Select the desired block between B1 and B2 by using the up or down keys

•

Press ENTER to confirm

The block is now enabled and the data logging will start accordingly to its set configuration
NOTE: IF THE BLOCK IS NOT CONFIGURED, THE DATA LOGGING WILL NOT START
To STOP the data logging:
•

Select the active block B1 or B2

•

Select STOP and press the ENTER key to confirm

The data logging will be stopped.
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6.2.2.1

Cleaning one block memory

NOTE: THE BLOCK MEMORY WILL BE DELETED BUT THE BLOCK CONFIGURATION WILL BE NOT DELETED. ANOTHER DATA
LOGGING WITH THE SAME CONFIGURATION CAN BE PERFORMED.
•

Select “LOG” and press ENTER

The Block 1 option will be displayed.
•

Select the “CLR 1” option by using the up and down keys

•

Press ENTER: the option will blink

•

Select the desired block between B1 and B2 by using the up or down keys

•

Press ENTER to confirm

The stored data for the selected block will be deleted.
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7

SIGNAL PROCESSING

When the radiation thermometer is employed in an on-line system, its signal may be subjected to large
fluctuations. Time function facilities are useful to retain the signal levels that are more likely to represent the
true target temperature.
Eurotron IR thermometers can be set with the signal processing facilities by using IRSetup configuration
Software.
For to set the signal processing parameters Press in IR set up software the button advanced:

7.1

Signal Processing

If the setup dialog is open, the following parameters can be adjusted (part Signal processing):

Emissivity adjustment:
There are three options to set the emissivity:

Fixed value:
External:
Table:

The value can be set by the edit box Emissivity.
The value is determined by a voltage on the functional input pin F2.
(0–5 V: 0 V=0,1; 4,5 V=1,0 and 5 V=1,1)
Input of up to eight emissivity values and corresponding alarm values
(two for each emissivity value) in a material table. The selection of the
tabular values occurs by a combination of low- and high-levels on the
functional inputs F1 to F3 (0 = 0 V; 1 = 5 V).

Transmissivity adjustment:
In this edit box you can enter a value for transmissivity (e.g. if a protective window is used or if the CF-lens is
mounted).
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Ambient temperature compensation:
In dependence on the emissivity value a certain amount of ambient radiation will be reflected from the object
surface. To compensate this impact, the IRtec Connect software provides the feature Ambient control (middle
of the window Signal processing):
internal (Head):
The ambient temperature will be taken from the head-internal Pt1000 probe
(factory default setting).
external:
The ambient temperature will be determined by a voltage on the functional
input-pin F3
(0-5 V; according to the measurement range of theIRtec Rayomatic 14). With
an external probe or with a second IRtec a real-time ambient temperature
compensation can be realized.
fixed value:
In the edit box Value a fixed value can be entered (if the ambient radiation is
constant).
NOTE: Especially if there is a big difference between object and head temperature the use of Ambient control
with external input or fixed value is recommended.

7.2

Signal Post Processing

The post processing supplies some functions to process data after the basic temperature calculation. The
following table shows these functions:
Modus
Off
Averaging
Peak hold
Valley hold
Advanced peak hold
Advanced valley hold

Average Time
X
X
X
X
X

Hold Time

Threshold

Hysterese

X
X

X
X

X
X

Tab. 7-1: Post processing modes and the used parameters
NOTE:
With the menu item Measuring/ Signal Processing Monitor you can open a utility to monitor the behavior of the
signal post processing. It always shows the Current Temperature (w/o post processing) and the Process
Temperature (with post processing) as a value and as a graph. The temperature range is adjustable with the
sliders.
If the post processing mode is Off no post processing will be done.
Averaging:
In the mode Averaging a plain arithmetic algorithm will be performed to smoothen the signal. The Avg. time is
the time constant. This function can be combined with all other post processing functions.
Peak hold:
In the mode Peak hold the IRtec unit is waiting for descending signals. If the signal descends the algorithm
maintains the previous signal peak for the specified hold time.

Fig. 7-7: Signal graph with Peak hold (left) and Valley hold (right)/ Hold time = 3 s
Valley hold:
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In the mode Valley Hold the IRtec unit waits for ascending signals. If the signal ascends the algorithm
maintains the previous signal valley (minimum) for the specified hold time.
Advanced Peak hold:
In the mode Advanced Peak Hold the IRtec unit waits for local peak values. The signal must drop below the
Threshold value to detect the next peak (which must be ≥ threshold). Furthermore, the Hysterese causes to
only accept a new peak, if the signal descends by the value of the hysterese.

Fig. 7-8: Signal graph with Advanced Peak hold: Threshold = 20 °C (left)/ Threshold = 25 °C and Hysteresis =
12 °C (right)
Advanced Valley hold:
The mode Advanced Valley hold is the inverted function of Advanced Peak hold. The IRtec Rayomatic 14 unit
waits for local minima. The signal must exceed the Threshold value to detect the next valley (which must be ≤
threshold). Furthermore, the Hysteresis causes to only accept a new valley, if the signal ascends by the value
of the hysteresis.

Fig. 7-9: Signal graph with Advanced Valley hold: Threshold = 30 °C (left)/ Threshold = 25 °C and Hysterese =
12 °C (right)

7.3

Output Signals

If the setup dialog is open, the output- and alarm settings can be done in the window Output signals.
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Fig. 7-10: Setup dialog – window Output signals
Output channel 1:
The output channel 1 is used for the object temperature. To define it as alarm output, activate digital. With the
selection Normally open/ closed you can define the output as High- or Low-alarm.
Edit the threshold in the menu box Alarm to set the trigger of the alarm.
The source of output channel 1 can not be chosen – it is always TObj (object temperature).
The following analog outputs (if analog is activated) are available:
0-5 V
0-10 V
0/4-20 mA
Thermocouple (TCJ or TCK)
After you have selected the desired output (edit box: Output mode), you can adjust the temperature range of
the IRtec Rayomatic 14 by pushing the button Adjust output slope.

Output channel 2:
This channel is normally used as output for the head temperature (THead), which equals the ambient
temperature. The source can also be set to TObj or TBox. The channel can also be used as alarm channel
(same procedure as output channel 1).
The Range can be switched between 0-10 V and 0-5 V – for analog mode and alarm mode (digital)
respectively.
Alarm 1 and 2 (Visual Alarms):
The alarms, set under Visual alarms are available via the optional relay interface board and as visual alarms
(change of color of the LCD backlight). The selection normally open/ close defines the alarm as High- or Lowalarm. In Source you can choose between the signals TObj, THead and Tbox.
Both alarms will cause a color change of the LCD display:
blue:
alarm 1 active
red:
alarm 2 active
green:
no alarm active
In Appendix B you will find a table with all possible alarm combinations. The standard mode for the
visualization of the alarms can be reset with the button Standard visual alarms.
The button Blue backlight is a presetting to achieve a permanent blue backlight on the LCD display. Pushing
this button will cause the following:
both alarms will be set to normally open,
alarm limits will be set to the lower and upper measurement range limit of the connected IRtec Rayomatic 14,
Now alarm 1 is permanent active [blue] and alarm 2 is permanent inactive.
NOTE: All alarms (alarm 1, alarm 2, output channel 1 and 2 if used as alarm output) have a fixed hysterese of
2 K.
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7.4

Advanced Settings

If the setup dialog is open, the window Advanced settings allows the setting of the following parameters:
Head-parameters:
This function allows the exchange of sensing heads. The 12-digit code contains the calibration data of the
head. For a correct temperature measurement make sure to enter the code (labeled on each head cable) into
the electronics without mistakes.
The factory setting includes the entering of the code – a change of this setting (button Change Head
Parameter) is only necessary, if the head will be exchanged.

Fig. 7-12: Advanced settings – Change of the head parameters
Unit adjustment:
For certain applications or under certain circumstances a temperature offset or a change of the gain for the
temperature curve may be useful. The factory default settings for Offset and Gain are:
Offset:
0,0 K
Gain:
1,000
Multidrop-address:
In combination with the RS485 interface you can build a network of several IRtec Rayomatic 14´s (max. 32
sensors).
For the digital communication each sensor must have its own address.
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8

DIGITAL INTERFACES

IRtec Rayomatic 14 sensors are supplied with a USB-, RS232-, RS485- or relais-interface and one data
logger card.
If you want to install an interface, plug the interface board into the place provided, which is located beside the
display. In the correct position the holes of the interface match with the thread holes of the electronic box. Now
press the board down to connect it with the IRtec Rayomatic 14 and use both M3x5 screws for fixing it. Plug
the preassembled interface cable with the terminal block into the male connector of the interface board. In
case you want to use the delivered cable gland M12x1,5 for the preassembled cable, the terminal block has to
be disassembled/ assembled. For detailed information regarding the card installation refer to the paragraph
8.1.

USB-interface:
If you use the USB-interface, the IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 needs no external power supply for operation – it
will be powered by the USB-interface.
If an external power supply has already been installed, this will have no effect on the functionality of the IRtec
Rayomatic 14 MK2. After the interface board has been installed and the USB-cable has been connected to
your PC, please install the USB driver. After this you can start the IRtec Rayomatic 14 MK2 connect software
and the communication will be established.
RS232-interface:
If the RS232-interface is used, the IRtec unit in any case needs an external power supply for operation. After
the interface board has been installed and the RS232-cable has been connected to your PC, the
communication will be established.
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Relais-interface:
After installing the interface board as described above please connect the electrical circuit with the terminal
block. A red LED shows the closed current switch. The relais board provides two fully isolated switches, which
have the capability to switch max. 60 VDC/ 42 VACRMS, 0,4 A DC/AC.
RS485-interface:
Please install the interface board as described above and connect the RS485-USB-adapter via the supplied
USB cable with your computer. After it has been connected the computer will recognize a new USB-device
and (if connected the first time) will ask for installation of the according driver software. Select Search and
install the RS485-adapter USB-driver from the software CD.
The RS485-USB-adapter provides a 2-wire half-duplex mode. Please connect terminal A of the adapter with
terminal A of the RS485-interface of the first IRtec and from there to terminal A of the next IRtec and so on.
With the B terminals proceed as well.

Make sure, that you always connect A to A and B to B, not reverse. You may run
up to 32 IRtec units on one RS485-USB-adapter. The 120R-switch is to be turned
to ON at one of the connected IRtec units, only. Each unit connected to the
RS485 needs a different multidrop address between 1 and 32.

The red switch located on the RS-485 interface card is on the OFF position upside, close to
the “S1” indication. On the opposite side, the switch is on the ON position.

NOTE: NO MATTER WHAT INTERFACE YOU USE, THE SETTING FOR BAUD RATE IN THE SOFTWARE MUST BE THE SAME AS
ON THE UNIT (FACTORY DEFAULT: 9,6 KBAUD).

8.1

Connecting a card

WARNING:
BEFORE TO PROCEED TAKE A LOOK TO THE CABLES COLOR OF THE CARD CONNECTOR AS DESCRIBED ON THE PREVIOUS
PARAGRAPH. THE CABLES HAVE TO BE DISCONNECTED FIRST AND THEN RECONNECTED USING THE
SAME COLOUR SEQUENCE
Each card that is also supplied with a cable and with the interface plug at its end, can be installed as
described into the following sequence:
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2. Remove the cable cap
1. Unscrew the cable cap

3.

Unscrew the first screw on the top of the cover

4.

Unscrew the second screw on the top of the
cover

5.

Open the top cover

6.

Unscrew and remove all the thin cables from the
card connector

7.

Unscrew and remove all the thin cables from the
card connector

8.

Unscrew the card fixing screw located on the left
top corner
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9.

Pass the cable through the hole

10. Hand the cable with one hand and put the card
into its housing facing up with the screw hole
located accordingly to the screw hole of the
electronic box. Be sure that the multi-pin
connector of the other side of the card will
correctly and gently inserted into the
corresponding multi-pin holes of the
electronic box main card !!!

11. Unplug the cable connector from the installed
card.

12. Re-connect the thin cables to the connector in
the SAME position.

13. Re-plug the connector on the card and fix the
card by screwing the screw on the top left
corner.

14. Screw the cable holder manually first
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15. Tighten the nut

NOTE: REMEMBER
CONNECTED.

8.2

16. Close the front cover and tighten it with the two
screws.
TO ALSO CONNECT THE POWER SUPPLY BEFORE TO CLOSE THE FRONT COVER, IF NOT YET

Connecting to a PC

The instrument can operate with a personal computer through the mini-USB serial port.
Connect the USB connector of the card cable to the USB port of the personal computer as shown in the
picture below:

Switch on the instrument and wait for the automatic "new hardware found" message from your computer.

8.2.1

USB installation

The instrument can be used to directly connect the instrument to a USB computer port using Windows™ XP
and Windows™ 2000/98. Depending on the configuration of the computer, the adaptor could be automatically
identified or not. If the adaptor isn’t properly identified you’ll need to manually install its driver, that you can find
on the instrument’s software CD.
• If you have previously installed a similar driver on your pc and the drivers that are about to install are
different from those already installed, please uninstall the already installed drivers FIRST. Please refer to the
Driver’s Uninstall procedure of your Operating System.

8.2.1.1

Installing the USB driver

• Close all the active windows and/or applications.
• If you computer runs in Windows™XP or Windows™ XP SP1, temporally disconnect the PC from the web.
To do this, temporally remove the network cable from your pc, if connected, or by disabling your network card
going to the “Control Panel \ Network and Dial-Up Connections”, right-clicking on the appropriate connection
and selecting “Disable” from the menu. The connection can be re-enabled after the correct driver installation.
This it’s might not be necessary if your computer runs Window™ XP SP2 as it might be configured to ask
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before connecting to Windows Update. Windows™ XP SP2 can have the parameter already set. To verify this,
open the Control Panel, select “System”, select the Hardware tab and click “Windows Update”. Please verify
that this option is DISABLED.
• Connect the instrument to a USB port of your computer. This will automatically run the “Windows Found
New Hardware Wizard”, if the adaptor is not automatically identified and installed on your system.
• The following page will be displayed:

• Select “No, not this time” to avoid the driver search in internet, then click “Next” to proceed with the
installation

• Select the second option: “Install from a list or a specific location (Advanced)”, then click “Next”
• Select the option referring to the following page, choosing “Search for the best driver in these locations”,
than select "Include these location in the search". Press “Browse” to select the file path.
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•

Select the folder where the driver is present on the CD:

• D:\\EE26032-SW-DRIVER USB-Serial FTDI, then select the folder referred to your operative system and
click “OK”. The driver will be automatically installed on your system.
NOTE: IF WINDOWS XP IS CONFIGURED TO WARN WHEN UNSIGNED (NON-WHQL CERTIFIED) DRIVERS ARE ABOUT TO BE
INSTALLED, YOUR COMPUTER WILL DISPLAY THE “HARDWARE INSTALLATION” WARNING PAGE. CLICK ON “CONTINUE
ANYWAY” TO CONTINUE WITH THE INSTALLATION. IF WINDOWS XP IS CONFIGURED TO IGNORE FILE SIGNATURE
WARNINGS, NO MESSAGE WILL APPEAR.
At the end Windows will show a message indicating that the installation has been successful. Click “Finish” to
complete the installation.
WARNING
THE INSTRUMENT WILL BE CONFIGURED ON YOUR SYSTEM AS A COMMUNICATION “COM” USB SERIAL PORT,
NOT AS A CLASSIC USB PORT.
Now open the control panel of your PC and select "system" in that panel, than click on the tab "Hardware" and
click "Device Manager". Into the Device Manager of your pc the port will appear in the “COM and LPT Port”
category. You will now see what COM port was attributed to the USB (e.g. COM 4).
Now switch on the unit and select "serial" under "settings". Now choose the appropriate serial port from the
displayed list and select the baud rate at 9600.
WARNING
REMEMBER TO SET BOTH THE CORRECT COM PORT NUMBER, THE PORT SPEED IN BIT PER SECOND AND ADDRESS=0
ON THE SOFTWARE SETTINGS THAT YOU ARE RUNNING, OTHERWISE YOU WILL HAVE NO COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE
INSTRUMENT AND THE COMPUTER.

8.2.1.2

Checking the installed COM port

Use the following procedure to check what COM port has been installed on your system
•

Open the Control Panel (Start - Control Panel)
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•

Double click "System" to open it.

•

Select "Hardware"
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•

Select "Device Manager"

•

Click on the "+" symbol of the "COM & LPT ports" category
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•

The installed COM port will be displayed (for example COM7)

•

Select the port

•

Right click on it and select "Properties" to open the port properties

•

Select "Port Settings" to open the port communication properties
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•

The communication speed of the selected COM port (in Bits per second) will be displayed on the first field
WARNING
REMEMBER TO SET BOTH THE CORRECT COM PORT NUMBER AND THE PORT SPEED IN BAUD ON THE SOFTWARE
SETTINGS THAT YOU ARE RUNNING, OTHERWISE YOU WILL HAVE ANY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE INSTRUMENT AND
THE COMPUTER.
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9

IRSETUP SOFTWARE

For over 20 years, Eurotron has combined ISO 9001 requirements, infrared thermometry experience, and best
practices to develop a technologically advanced software applications.
The last generation of Infrared sensors and transmitters include advanced electronic technologies. This
technology allows to improve the standard temperature measurements with temperature processing capability.
IRsetup software package has been developed to be used for configuring the IRtec Rayomatic infrared
thermometers.

System requirements
Operative system WindowsTM 98/2000/XP; Processor, such as an Intel Pentium II or Advanced Micro Devices
(AMD) processor; RAM 256Mbyte; 150 Mbyte free hard-disk space, CD-ROM drive, and dual RS232 serial
port.

Installing the Software
Before starting installation, close all the programs active.
To install the software:
Insert the Rayomatic Set up Software CD-ROM in your drive;
Follow the instructions on the screen to install the software.
If the Rayomatic Set up Software program does not start automatically, follow these steps:
Click the Start button
Point to RUN
Write D:SETUP.EXE (if “D” is the drive letter for your CD player).
Click OK.
Follow the instructions on the screen to install the software.
The software is installed. You can run the IRSetup from the program menu.

9.3

Uninstalling the Software

To remove Rayomatic Set up Software program :
Click the Start button
Point to Programs
Point to Rayomatic Set up Software
Click Uninstall
Click OK button
The software is removed, including all related entries in your system registry.

9.4

Instrument configuration

Connecting the thermometer to the Personal Computer, and you will display this window:
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Monitor

Signal Processor Mode

PC Com
Port
selection

Mathematical
function
Parameters
settings

Range
settings
Alarm
settings

Emissivity settings
Load configuration from thermometer
□ Press the icon Load to load the configuration data from the thermometers and to
display them on the PC
Save configuration on the thermometer
□ Press the icon Save for to save in the thermometer memory all configuration
changes
Run monitor
□ Press icon Start for to display the temperature and if to check it works correctly

9.5

Temperature monitor

The temperature can be displayed on the PC monitor for testing the thermometer installation (aiming,
emissivity value, etc.)
It is possible to change the parameters such as: emissivity, average, output range, etc.
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before starting the reading, press Load and the software will find the instrument connected and the below
page will show up:
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Press Start

9.6

and the software shows the measured temperature:

GRAPHIC MODULE

To enter the graphic software utility for the first time, to insert a registration code needed to enhance the
Setup Software with this feature.
From Rayomatic Setup Software, select “About” from help menu, press “Enter Registration Code…” and insert
the
code supplied with the LogMan.

The optional LogMan Graphic software include the « configuration control panel» and the « LogMan Logging
data
manager» software. Refer to the previous chapter for relative instructions. Press the
configuration
control panel to run the graphic software module.
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for more information to use the software read the relative manual IRsetup.
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10

MAINTENANCE

In case of problems or questions which may arise when you use the IRtec Rayomatic 14, please contact our
service department. The customer service staff will support you with questions concerning the optimization of
the work with the infrared thermometer, calibration procedures or customer related adjustments of the product
and with repairs.

10.1

Purge Air Supply

The air filters cleanliness must be checked at regular intervals.
Our suggestion is to check it every day, then, according to your experience, find a correct time interval.
If the optic system reaches temperatures higher than the working one, it has to be recalibrate in Eurotron
laboratories.
The purge air device is to be accurately checked, as the diffuser may become obstructed by non-clean air.
When this happens, the air flow from the diffuser is not uniform, and dust particles appear on the lens.
In this case, the diffuser should be drowned in a detergent solution and blown with compressed air, then dried.
A good air filtering can solve this problems.

10.2

Optical system cleaning

The lens of the head can be cleaned with a soft, humid tissue. Never use cleaning compounds which contain
solvents (neither for the head, nor for the cable and electronic box).
Verify the alignment and reconnect everything.
Use the air purge system to keep the lens clean.

10.3

Mounting Device

Verify at regular intervals that these devices are in good conditions and that no damage has occurred.

10.4

Interconnection Cable

Verify at regular intervals that it is in good conditions and that no damage has occurred. Verify also the good
connections with the indicator or the acquisition system.

10.5

Storage

Store the instrument in the original package, at temperature from –40°C to +85°C with non condensing R.H.
less than 95%.
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11
11.1

CERTIFICATES
Warranty Terms

Eurotron Instruments warrants its products against defects in materials and workmanship for the period
declared from the date of the original retail purchase.
This warranty applies to the original purchaser only.
If the unit should malfunction, it must be returned during the warranty period, transportation prepaid, to
Eurotron for evaluation. Upon examination, if the unit is found to be defective it will be repaired or replaced at
no charge.
Direct all warranty and repair requests/inquiries to the Eurotron Customer Service Department. BEFORE
RETURNING ANY PRODUCT(S) TO EUROTRON, PURCHASER MUST OBTAIN AN AUTHORIZED
RETURN (AR) NUMBER FROM EUROTRON‘S CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT (IN ORDER TO
AVOID PROCESSING DELAYS).
Please include a copy of the original invoice or a small service charge may be applied.
The purchaser is responsible for shipping charges, freight, insurance and proper packaging to prevent
breakage in transit.
Eurotron‘s WARRANTY does not apply to defects resulting from any action of the purchaser, including but
not limited to mishandling, improper interfacing, operation outside of design limits, improper repair, or
unauthorized modification. This WARRANTY is VOID if the unit shows evidence of having been tampered with
or shows evidence of being damaged as a result of excessive corrosion; or current, heat, moisture or
vibration; improper specification; misapplication; misuse or other operating conditions outside of Eurotron‘s
control.

11.2

Letter of Conformity

This is to certify that the instrument has been manufactured and inspected to document procedures and
where applicable, calibrated against standards which are traceable to National and International Standards.
The Instrument has been found to conform in all respects to specifications, drawings, workmanship standards
and work order requirements.

11.3

EMC Conformity

The product complies with the following standards:
EMC:
Safety Regulations:

EN 61326-1
EN 61010-1:1993/ A2:1995

The product accomplishes the requirements of the EMC Directive 89/336/EEC
and of the low-voltage directive 73/23/EEC.

11.4

Disposal
This symbol indicates that this product is to be collected separately. The following apply only to users
in European countries.
• This product is designated for separate collection at an appropriate collection point. Do not dispose
of as household waste.
• For more information, contact the retailer or the local authorities in charge of waste management.
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A1

Visual Alarms

Alarm 1

Alarm 2

Alarm status

Blue
LED

Green
LED

Red
LED

Preset

Off

Off

Off

On

Standard
alarms
Standard
alarms
Standard
alarms
Standard
alarms

normally

temperature

normally

temperature

1

2

Close

Below

Open

Below

1

0

On

Close

Below

Open

Above

1

1

On

Close

Above

Open

Below

0

0

Off

On

Off

Close

Above

Open

Above

0

1

Off

Off

On

Close

Below

Close

Below

1

1

On

Off

On

Close

Below

Close

Above

1

0

On

Off

Off

Close

Above

Close

Below

0

1

Off

Off

On

Close

Above

Close

Above

0

0

Off

On

Off

Open

Below

Open

Below

0

0

Off

On

Off

Open

Below

Open

Above

0

1

Off

Off

On

Open

Above

Open

Below

1

0

On

Off

Off

Open

Above

Open

Above

1

1

On

Off

On

Open

Below

Close

Below

0

1

Off

Off

On

Open

Below

Close

Above

0

0

Off

On

Off

Open

Above

Close

Below

1

1

On

Off

On

Open

Above

Close

Above

1

0

On

Off

Off

visual
visual
visual
visual

Blue backlight

The first four lines represent the standard mode for visualizing the alarms (in connection with TObj as source)
on the LCD-display (alarm 1: Low-alarm [blue]; alarm 2: High-alarm [red]). If no alarm is activated the display
color is green.
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A2

How to determine an object emissivity

Emissivity is the measure of an object ability to absorb, transmit, and emit infrared energy. It can have a value
from 0 (shiny mirror) to 1.0 (blackbody). If a value of emissivity higher than the actual one is set, the output will
read low, provided that the target temperature is above the ambient one. For example, if 0.95 is set in and the
actual emissivity is 0.9, the reading will be lower than the true temperature when the target temperature is
above the ambient one.
The emissivity can be determined by one of the following methods, in order of preference:
1.
Determine the actual temperature of the material using a sensor such as a RTD, thermocouple or
another suitable method. Next, measure the object temperature and adjust the emissivity setting until
the correct value is reached. This is the correct emissivity for the measured material.
2.
For relatively low temperature objects (up to 260°C or 500°F, place a piece of tape, such as a masking,
on the object. Make sure the tape is large enough to cover the field of view. Next, measure the tape
temperature using an emissivity setting of 0.95. Finally, measure an adjacent area on the object and
adjust the emissivity setting until the same temperature is reached. This is the correct emissivity for the
measured material.
3.
If a portion of the surface of the object can be coated, use a flat black paint, which will have an
emissivity of about 0.98. Next, measure the painted area using an emissivity setting of 0.98. Finally,
measure an adjacent area on the object and adjust the emissivity setting until the same temperature is
reached. This is the correct emissivity for the measured material.

A2.1

Typical Emissivity Values

The following table provides a brief reference guide to determine emissivity and can be used when one of the
above methods is not practical. Emissivity values shown in the table below are only approximate, since
several parameters may effect the emissivity of an object.
These include the following ones:
1.
Temperature
2.
Angle of measurement
3.
Geometry (plane, concave, convex, etc.)
4.
Thickness
5.
Surface quality (polished, rough, oxidized, sandblasted)
6.
Spectral region of measurement
7.
Transmissivity (i.e., thin film plastics)
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A2.2

Metals - Typical Emissivity Values

Aluminium
Non-Oxidized
Oxidized
Alloy A 3003
Oxidized
Roughened
Polished
Brass
Polished
Burnished
Oxidized
Carbon
Non-oxidized
Graphite
Chromium
Copper
Polished
Roughened
Oxidized
Gold
Haynes Alloy
Inconel
Oxidized
Sandblasted
Electropolished
Iron
Oxidized
Non-oxidized
Rusted
Molten
Iron Cast
Oxidized
Non-oxidized
Molten
Iron Wrought
Dull
Lead
Polished
Rough
Oxidized
Magnesium
Mercury
Molybdenum
Oxidized
Non-oxidized

1.0 µm

1.6 µm

5.1 µm

8-14 µm

0.1-0.2
0.4

0.02-0.2
0.4

0.02-0.2
0.2-0.4

0.02-0.1
0.2-0.4

—
0.2-0.8
0.1-0.2

0.4
0.2-0.6
0.02-0.1

0.4
0.1-0.4
0.02-0.1

0.3
0.1-0.3
0.02-0.1

0.8-0.95
—
0.6

0.01-0.05
—
0.6

0.01-0.05
0.3
0.5

0.01-0.05
0.3
0.5

0.8-0.95
0.8-0.9
0.4

0.8-0.9
0.8-0.9
0.4

0.8-0.9
0.7-0.9
0.03-0.3

0.8-0.9
0.7-0.8
0.02-0.2

0.05
0.05-0.2
0.2-0.8
0.3
0.5-0.9

0.03
0.05-0.2
0.2-0.9
0.01-0.1
0.6-0.9

0.03
0.05-0.15
0.5-0.8
0.01-0.1
0.3-0.8

0-03
0.05-0.1
0.4-0.8
0.01-0.1
0.3-0.8

0.4-0.9
0.3-0.4
0.2-0.5

0.6-0.9
0.3-0.6
0.25

0.6-0.9
0.3-0.6
0.15

0.7-0.95
0.3-0.6
0.15

0.4-0.8
0.35
—
0.35

0.5-0.9
0.1-0.3
0.6-0.9
0.4-0.6

0.6-0.9
0.05-0.25
0.5-0.8
—

0.5-0.9
0.05-0.2
0.5-0.7
—

0.7-0.9
0.35
0.35

0.7-0.9
0.3
0.3-0.4

0.65-0.95
0.25
0.2-0.3

0.6-0.95
0.2
0.2-0.3

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.35
0 65
—
0.3-0.8
—

0.05-0.2
0.6
0.3-0.7
0.05-0.3
0.05-0.15

0.05-0.2
0.4
0.2-0.6
0.03-0.15
0.05-0.15

0.05-0.1
0-4
0.2-0.6
0.02-0.1
0.05-0.15

0.5-0.9
0.25-0.35

0.4-0.9
0.1-0.3

0.3-0.7
0.1-0.15

0.2-0.6
0.1
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Monel (Ni-Cu)
Nickel
Oxidized
Electrolytic
Platinum
Black
Silver
Steel
Cold-Rolled
Ground Sheet
Polished Sheet
Molten
Oxidized
Stainless
Tin (Non-oxidized)
Titanium
Polished
Oxidized
Tungsten
Polished
Zinc
Oxidized
Polished

1.0 µm

1.6 µm

5.1 µm

8-14 µm

0.3

0.2-0.6

0.1-0.5

0.1-0.14

0.8-0.9
0.2-0.4

0.4-0.7
0.1-0.3

0.3-0.6
0.1-0.15

0.2-0.5
0.05-0.15

—
0.04

0.95
0.02

0.9
0.02

0.9
0.02

0.8-0.9
—
0.35
0.35
0.8-0.9
0.35
0.25

0.8-0.9
—
0.25
0.25-0.4
0.8-0.9
0.2-0.9
0.1-0.3

0.8-0.9
0.5-0.7
0.15
0.1-0.2
0.7-0.9
0.15-0.8
0.05

0.7-0.9
0.4-0.6
0.1
—
0.7-0.9
0.1-0.8
0.05

0.5-0.75
—
0.35-0.4

0.3-0.5
0.6-0.8
0.1-0.6
0.1-0.3

0.1-0.3
0.5-0.7
0.05-0.5
0.05-0.25

0.05-0.2
0.5-0.6
0.03
0.03-0.1

0.6
0.5

0.15
0.05

0.1
0.03

0.1
0.02
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A2.3

Non-Metals - Typical Emissivity Values

Asbestos
Asphalt
Basalt
Carborundum
Ceramic
Clay
Concrete
Cloth
Glass
Plate
"Gob"
Gravel
Gypsum
Ice
Limestone
Paint
Paper (any colour)
Plastic (opaque,
over 20 mils)
Rubber
Sand
Snow
Soil
Water
Wood, Natural

1.0 µm

2.2 µm

5.1 µm

8-14 µm

0.9
—
—
—
0.4
—
0.65
—

0.8
—
—
0.95
0.8-0.95
0.8-0.95
0.9
—

0.9
0.95
0.7
0.9
0.85-0.95
0.85-0.95
0.9
0 95

0.95
0.95
0.7
0.9
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

—
—
—
—
—
—

0.2
0.4-0.9
—
—
—
—

0.98
0.9
0.95
0.4-0.97
—
0.4-0.98

0.85

—
—

—
—

0.95
0.95

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

0.9
0.9
—
—
0.9-0.95

0.95
0.8-0.95
0.98
0.98
0.9-0.95
0.9S
0.95
0 95
0.9
0.9
0.9-0.98
0.93
0.9-0.95

To optimize surface temperature measurements consider the following guidelines:
1.
Determine the object emissivity using the instrument to be used for the measurement.
2.
Avoid reflections by shielding the object from surrounding high temperature sources.
3.
For Higher temperature objects use shorter wavelength instruments, whenever any overlap occurs.
4.
For semi-transparent materials such as plastic films and glasses, assure that the background is uniform and lower in temperature than
the object.
5.
Mount the sensor perpendicular to the surface whenever the emissivity is less than 0.9. In any case, do not exceed angles more than
30 degrees from incidence.
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Thank you for reading this data sheet.
For pricing or for further information, please contact us at our UK Office, using the details
below.

UK Office
Keison Products,
P.O. Box 2124, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3UP, England.
Tel: +44 (0)330 088 0560
Fax: +44 (0)1245 808399
Email: sales@keison.co.uk
Please note - Product designs and specifications are subject to change without notice. The user is responsible for determining the
suitability of this product.

